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The soundscape
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Sound and strandings



Black Sea Unusual Mortality 2022



What we know and don’t know…



Anatomy and physiology of 
sound





ANTHROPIC NOISE EFFECTS



Sounds - effect 



Behavioral effects



Impairment of physiological hearing



Strandings associated to sounds: military sonars



Pathological changes with gas bubbles consistent with decompression sickness spatially and temporally associated to military exercise

(Jespson et al.,2003; Fernández et al. 2005)

Strandings associated to sounds: military sonars



Strandings associated to sounds: military sonars



Strandings associated to sounds: military sonars



Unkowns…



1.Need measurable molecular and structural changes as direct evidence of AOE.

2.Need of a fingerprinting counting for several biomarkers in different species. 

3.Need to differentiate the respective contributions of both sound components in order to model the effects of sound 

sources in marine organisms.

4.Need to determine changes in proteome profiling after sound exposure.

Knowledge gaps & DIAPHONIA

DIAPHONIA 

will develop a possible diagnostic fingerprinting approach composed of several tissue 
markers incorporating molecular, metabolomic and microscopic techniques in order to 
identify functional and morphological changes in the acoustic pathways of invertebrates, 

fishes and marine mammals. 



Identifying biomarkers for stress-exposure, mediators of immune 

system and TTS in marine mammals - WP1

Heat shock proteinEndocrine markers Cytokines

Prestin

Involved in 

hearing loss

Interleukins (IL2 &10)

Important mediators of 

the immune system

ESR1 and TRα

Reproductive process and 

fat metabolism

HSP70

Stress related 

protein

Genomic signaling as early warning signs of anthropogenic stressors

Noise exposure



Identifying a diagnostic fingerprinting of TTS and effects on CNS 

functions and morphology (WP1)



Development of a diagnostic approach to underwater noise impact 

Diagnostic fingerprinting of noise alterations in 
the central nervous system



5.Data from multiple species regarding anatomy, physiology and behavioural responses to various stimuli are missing.

6.Need to carry out further research on the behavioural responses of a range of fishes to different sound sources, under different conditions. 

7.Data are needed on how these responses change over time after the introduction of an anthropogenic source.

8.Links between behavioural and physiological aspects of animals’ response to sound are not understood.

9.Long-term exposure to anthropogenic noise on reproduction  are not well investigated.

10. Studies on pile-driving noise during construction are needed that could lead to understanding dose–response relationships of different sound variables.

11.Essential to understand which sound types disturb fish most to develop appropriate management and mitigation practices. 

Knowledge gaps & DIAPHONIA

DIAPHONIA 

will explore the relationship between behavioural and cellular/molecular/organ effects of both long-term noise exposure 

of two fish commercial species in different European ocean basins, and short-term noise exposure in invertebrates and 

fishes, from micro- to macroscale. 



Fish & invertebrate in vivo exposure to investigate AOE impact (WP1 & 

WP2)



Impact assessment of impulsive noise on marine 
invertebrates

Health status of the exposed individuals (adult, larva and eggs) determined by:

- respiratory rates and metabolisms

- proteomics (MALDI MS)

- electron scan microscopy

- survival rate and hatching success

- behavioral observations



Impact assessment of impulsive noise on fishes

Controlled harmonised exposure experiments to obtain dose-response curves 

of noise exposure and metabolites concentration in the inner ear of fish 

Set up the methodology for analysis and selection of a representative number of 

metabolites



Metabolomic studies in fish

L-Methionine
L-Arginine
cytosine

N-methyl-L-
glutamate 

sucrose

- Identify bioindicators for noise exposure in fish

- Obtain dose-response curves of noise exposure and metabolites concentration in the inner ear of fish
(D1.2)

Ji et al., 2019. Sci. Rep

40 metabolites in the inner ear of mice were 
differentially affected by noise exposure



Linking behavioural and physiological responses



12.The functional anatomy and physiology of the hearing apparatus and the acoustic pathways remain relatively unexplored.

DIAPHONIA 

will gain insight into the morpho-functionality of the peripheral hearing apparatus in marine mammals

Knowledge gaps & DIAPHONIA



Toothed whale acoustic pathways

3D reconstruction & FEM wave propagation

Developing new tools and approaches: 3D 

numerical modelling (WP3)





DIAPHONIA

derived organoids from stranded cetaceans and fish fibroblasts to recreate the auditory sensory organ leading to elucidate mechanisms of sound 

13. Experimental research using marine animals remains difficult and remains ethically questionable. 

Knowledge gaps & DIAPHONIA



Developing new tools and approaches: 3D cell 

cultures (WP1)



Development of in-vitro model of inner ear of marine mammals and fish



Integration of results and final outputs (WP4)





MSFD - 2008/56/EC
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